Dispatches from Monday, 11 February 2008

Hello again:

OK, now that you think every day is like the one pictured in the previous two images. Here is what the Cape looked like most of the time I was there. We had amazing weather at the beginning and the end of my stay, but it rained, was windy and cold most of the rest of the time. However, there is still amazing beauty even in days like that.

Best,
Dan Costa

Greetings:
To give you a feel for the setting of our field work, I've attached these two images. They show what the general area looks like. The image “The cape” (first) shows the overall study sight for the fur seal work. This is what it looks like on a clear sunny day. The picture “Vista” (second) is an image taken down below and is within the area shown in the first image. It days like this that make one realize what a tremendous opportunity it is to be able to carry out studies is such magnificent places.

Best
Dan Costa